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Abstract
In construction automation, the tracking of worker location or a moving object is important for labor
monitoring, resource management, and machine coordination. For object tracking, a camera is often utilized
to obtain information of construction vehicle motion which can then be employed in coordination controls.
Real-time tracking of autonomous vehicles, particularly for the control of multiple targets in formations, still
suffers from constraints imposed in computation resources. Here the field programmable gate array (FPGA)
technology is applied in a prototypical tracking system for vehicles by using a CMOS camera to detect their
color-tags. The raw image from the Bayer color pattern is used to indicate the 2-dimensional position of
vehicles and encrypted infrared commands are issued to deploy them in a leader-follower formation. It is
shown that the novel system-on-programmable-chip with parallel control cores design can efficiently handle
color recognition and multi-vehicle control while significantly reduces memory requirement and
computation time.

Introduction
The digital camera has become a popular sensor for monitoring and surveillance systems. By
improvement of the semiconductor technology, modern digital cameras with high pixel number can provide
greater image detail in various applications. A digital image sensor usually utilizes an array consists of the
charged-couple device (CCD) or complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS). By passing light
through the lens and color filter array (CFA), the real image is transformed into the mosaic-like RGB image
projected on the digital image sensor array (Lukac and Plataniotis, 2007). The raw RGB image then is
reconstructed as a meaningful image for human perception by de-mosaicking (Lee, 2005) and color
correction (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002). For sensing applications, the additional image processing to extract
object’s color strength or contour (Nixon and Aguado, 2008) is required for every image pixel. Moreover, it
should be noted that imaging processing consumes a lot of memory space and most of computation
resources in a computer system.
The digital camera is also a popular sensor in a multi-robot system (Fierro et al., 2002) for obstacle
detection and environment learning. Such a system is a very valuable tool in the development of an
automated coordination system for construction vehicles. In a real-time object tracking and detection system,
particularly for moving targets, the picture acquisition and image processing speed critically determines the
system performance. Low computation speed will cause the loss of precise driving control for the multirobot system and results in collisions. When the robot system needs a high resolution camera to improve
imaging details of the object, the coherent time delay with massive computation for image processing will
occur. On the other hand, even the powerful microprocessor can mitigate time delay, the higher power
consumption is also unsuitable for a mini robot system with battery powered operation (Bräunl, 2006).
Thus a compromise scheme for the multi-vehicle system in image processing issues is sharing the image
processing and strategy making tasks in an external server (Fierro et al., 2002). Therefore, the vehicle carries
only a simple embedded system which captures and sends image data to the server by wireless in order to get
a balance between power consumption and execution speed. Based on the same idea, we propose a new
colour-based tracking system for vehicle coordination using color-tag recognition for identification with an
external server. This scheme will achieve higher performance of power management and real-time control
speed.
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In our design, each vehicle
v
will haave an embeddded system forr motion conttrol and comm
municate by th
he
external seerver by an en
ncrypted infrarred signal. Heere, to avoid th
he access to a large externall storage devicce
when runn
ning the whole program andd acquiring in
nformation fro
om outside forr the control purpose,
p
we
propose use
u the Field Programmable
P
e Gate Array (F
FPGA) techn
nology (Yu et al.,
a 2008). Thee server is
designed by
b using an FP
PGA chip with
h parallel logicc control grouups (cores) in order to achieeve such benefits
of low pow
wer, low cost,, and flexible sspeed control as compared to a general purpose
p
comp
puter. The
designed external
e
serverr will monitorr the vehicle by the capturedd 2-dimention
nal object posiitions with a siingle
digital cam
mera equippedd on the serverr. The target tracking
t
by usiing raw imagee, window of interest
i
(Carvaalho
et al., 20000), and the dyn
namic trust reegion (Wang et al., 2006) designs is obtain
ned for a low computation
c
burden in the FPGA ch
hip. Finally, thee low logic gatte usage and the
t multi-object tracking wiith the basic
n control will demonstrate the feasibility of this novel system.
leader-folllowing strateg y in formation
The paaper is organizzed as follows. Section II prresents the raw
w image proceessing with Baayer pattern, color
prediction
n, and noise filltering. The co
olor tracking mechanism
m
is described in Section
S
III. Th
he FPGA desiign,
resource usage,
u
and the experimentall result captureed from the viideo images are illustrated in
i Section IV.
Some disccussion of thee developmentt is given in Seection V. Finallly, a conclusio
on is drawn in
n section VI.

Processing of Raw Image
I
due to limitatiions
Image processing wiith large matriix calculation will deterioratte the system performance
p
T simpler im
mage processing such as thee threshold (H
Hu et al., 2006)) could be thee
in computtation speed. The
better cho
oice for lower demand for computation reesource. Basedd on this strattegy, we develo
op the color
prediction
n and noise filtter algorithm w
with the raw image
i
to achieeve real-time color
c
recognitiion.

Bayer Patttern
The mosaic-like RGB image in the Bayer patterrn (Lukac et all., 2005) is sho
own in Figuree 1.

(a). The Bayer
B
pattern

(b). Possible combinations
c
for every fouur pixels

Figure 1. Bayer pattern of a typiccal digital imagge.
The co
olor pixels are obtained by sscanning the im
mage line by line.
l
We determ
mine the color componentss of
the circledd pixels, Figuree 1(b), by a loccal neighborh
hood of every four scanned pixels. In ourr system, we only
o
need to reecognize wheth
her the label o
of object’s surrface belongs to
t a blue or grreen color ran
nge. Hence, wee
define the basic thresho
old range for b
blue- and greeen-like color ass:

G ⇔ ( g1 ∩ g 2 ) > (r ∪ b) (1)
B ⇔ b > (r ∪ g1 ∪ g 2 ) , (2)

where g, r, and b den
note the RGB
B pixel strength
h for the com
mbination of fo
our color pixeel units.

Color Preddiction
In real world problem
ms, the objectt’s color alwayys changes duee to effects off light source, shadow, and
bove is, therefo
ore, not sufficcient for an arb
bitrary
reflection on surface. The basic colorr definition ab
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environment. Thus, the collor prediction is designed to
o compensate for the incurrred color erro
or. We rewrite
the color defiinition as:

G ⇔ ( g1 ∩ g 2 ) > ( r ± Δrn ∪ b ± Δbn ) , if G ⇔ g1(i −1, j ) ∩ g 2(i −1, j )
B ⇔ b > ( r ± Δrn ∪ ( g1 ∪ g 2 ) ± Δg n )

, if

B ⇔ b(i −1, j )

(3)

, (4)

Δr Δbn , and Δ g n are the m
where n ,
maximum color strength erro
ors that are measured
m
from the object’s
surface in thee test environm
ment by the diigital sensor, n denotes the different
d
color strength leveel below the
saturation vallue. The comp
parison betweeen color prediiction and imaage captured in
n our laborato
ory is given in
Figure 2. Thee system show
ws the full scalee of grey if th
he green colorr is confirmed. Figure 2(b) shows
s
the greyy
levels of deteecting green where
w
uncertain
nties exhibit due
d to the shaddow in image 2(a). In the co
ontrary, Figuree
2(c) illustratess a good detecction result wiith color prediiction by usingg (3).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. The
T operation
n and compariison of the co
olor prediction
n approach.

Noise Filter
Since colo
or prediction can
c make the ffull grey level image more complete,
c
the background
b
n
noise
can be
eliminated byy examining th
he continuity o
of pixel group
ps. We add an extra criterion
n defined by:

G ⇔ Gl1(i , j ) ∩ Gl 2(i , j ) ∩ Gl 3( i , j )
B ⇔ Bl1(i , j ) ∩ Bl 2(i , j ) ∩ Bl 3(i , j )

(5)

(6)
,
where Gl((i,j) are the active pixel on sscan line “l”. Figure 3 show
ws the perform
mance of noise filtering
combined witth the color prrediction funcction. The min
ni robot’s greyy image is imp
proved for colo
or tracking
tasks with thee proposed color prediction
n and noise filtter as shown in
i Figure 3(c). Here, a mini--robot, the
Eyebot (Bräuunl, 2006), wass used in laborratorial experim
ments to test the developm
ment for color detection
purposes on a construction
n site.

(a) Eyebot

(b) R
Robot image surrounded byy noise (c) Image
I
with no
oise filter.
Figure 33. The perform
mance of noise filtering.

Color Track
king Mechaanism
The color tracking systeem is controlleed by an exterrnal server wh
hich is designed on a FPGA
A developmentt
h Cyclone II F
FPGA, from Altera®.
A
Figuree 4 shows the scheme and the
t real system
m
platform, the DE2-70 with
components. The FPGA ch
hip monitors the mini robo
ot, via a single camera abovee the robots. For
F activating
the tracking mechanism,
m
evvery Eyebot needs firstly to pass through the initial areea and then mo
onitored by th
he
FPGA chip. The
T chip will recognize
r
the robot via a 6 x 4 cm2 squarre greenish bluue paper adheered on top ass
the window of
o interest (Caarvalho et al., 22000); the rob
bot will be detected and traccked if the couunted blue
pixel amount is over the threshold level iin the initial docking
d
area.
The green
n cloth attacheed with the greeenish blue paaper is used to
o initialize the start and end point of pixeel
2
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counting. After
A
the Eyebot is locked by the FPGA
A chip, the chip
p can track thee object by deefining the
dynamic trrust region. In
n every dynam
mic trust region
n, the FPGA chip checks th
he threshold leevel of samplled
blue pixel amount and drawing
d
the neew red trust reegion by the moving
m
centree point in bluee pixel area. Here
m speed of ceentre point is moving for 1//2 length on x or y coordin
nate of last traacked
we assumee the maximum
blue area in
i rectangular shape then seet the new trust region for four
f
times biggger than the blue
b label as th
he
minimum tracking dimeension with th
he Eyebot’s sp
peed 3.8 km/ hr.
h Finally, thee FPGA platfo
orm contacts the
t
v the encryptted infrared co
ommands of a TV remote.
Eyebots via

(a) Co
olor tracking sscheme

b) Componen
nts of the vehiicle/robot
(b
trackiing system
Figurre 4. Color tracking system and
a componeents.

nario
FPGA Chip Design and Experiimental Scen
Unlike the general purpose
p
processsor which addopts fixed harrdware design for the maxim
mum compatibility
and flexibiility, we embed the logical p
programming into the hardw
ware circuit deesign directly. This kind of
design hellps the low speeed system to satisfy the deemand for suffficient real-tim
me control witth highly paralllel
architecturre, shown in Figure
F
5. The raw image is distributed
d
to three control groups (coress), each group
p
controls one
o Eyebot an
nd the leader core endowed with the extraa ability to leadd the followerrs.
An Alttera® FPGA platform
p
supp
plied with Teraasic® auxiliaryy VGA demo program is ussed in our
experimen
nts. The surveiillance cameraa is installed up
u from the grround for 1.2 m with 45 deggrees inclined to
the Eyebo
ot on ground, and the framee rate is 12 fpss for 1024×12280 resolution
n. The monitorring area undeer
stationary camera monitoring is 1.2×1.6 m2.
Figure 6 presents thee test results ccaptured from
m the camera. The
T test scenaario is shown in
i Figure 6(a).. The
FPGA chiip locks three Eyebots imm
mediately after the robots en
nter initial dockking areas, Figgure 6(b) to 6((c).
In our testt scenario, thee leader drives forward automatically afterr a period of time
t
delay, theen the two
followers move
m
forwardd immediately after they recceived the com
mmands from the leader, Figgure 6(d). In the
t
end, the leeader waits forr the followerss at the goal area
a and asks them
t
to stop after
a
having reeached the goaal
area, Figurre 6(e). This teest scenario demonstrates the
t use of colo
or tracking, reemote wirelesss polling, paralllel
driving control, and bassic multi-robot formation (aa wedge), perfformed by harrdware design in a single chiip.
The ch
hip resource usage given is ssummarized in
n Figure 7. It is
i shown that the novel colo
or tracking sysstem
including the
t VGA dem
mo interface on
nly consumes 7% of the to
otal logic elemeents (LEs). Th
his saving in
resources would enable us to put in m
more intelligen
nt control fun
nctionalities in the single chiip. This advan
ntage
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is rather important in the robotic formation control in the presence of obstacles and also for construction
automation where the tracking of worker location or a moving object is important for labor monitoring,
resource management, or machine coordination.

Figure 5. Internal function design of the FPGA chip.

Discussion
The proposed color tracking approach using raw image, initial docking position, and dynamic trust area
has contributed to a good performance in the proposed color tracking system. The color discrimination is
useful in detecting the worker’s vest, moving vehicle, and the position of conveyer for operation or security
reasons, which is essential for construction automation.
Meanwhile, the color prediction plays a critical role by providing a reliable image for object recognition,
and the real-time raw image processing is not effected by the complexity of high resolution digital sensor
array. Notwithstanding the automatic facilities usually need to operate in the adverse circumstance in
construction site, the system-on-programmable-chip design with FPGA chip can provide the superiority for
easy installation, maintenance, and stability. The savings in chip resources allow more room for further
incorporation of decision making and control algorithms.

Conclusions
This paper has presented a real-time color tracking system with low cost and low power consumption.
The refined circuit design with raw image, initial docking detection, dynamic trust area tracking, and parallel
control guarantee satisfactory performance in FPGA chip design. The effectiveness of the approach has
been demonstrated by experiments conducted using mini-robots. Finally, the least LE usage in FPGA chip
also inspires more intelligent control design in the future. The development is useful in the tracking of
worker location or a moving object labor monitoring, resource management, or machine coordination for
construction automation.
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(a)) Test scenario
o

( Eyebots en
(b)
ntering initial ddocking areas..

(c) Eyebots
E
lockedd in docking areas.

(d) Wedge fo
ormation: one leader, two
(e) Leadder and follow
wers reaching the
t goal area.
followers.
Figgure 6. Color tracking
t
with three Eyebotss.

Figuure 7. Resource usage in thee FPGA chip.
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